Standardized MR protocol for the evaluation of MRA sequences and/or contrast agents effects in high-degree arterial stenosis analysis.
To investigate the relative role of high resolution (spatial or temporal) magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) sequence and of contrast agent properties in the evaluation of high-degree arterial stenosis. We qualitatively and quantitatively studied both 50 and 95% (300 microm diameter) stenosis of a 6 mm arterial phantom with two contrast agents (CA), Gd-DOTA (r(1)=2.9 mM(-1) s(-1)) versus P760 (r(1)=25 mM(-1) s(-1)) at several CA concentrations, including arterial peak concentration after injection of either a single or double dose of CA, using either a high temporal (booster) or high spatial (HR) resolution 3D MRA sequences. Experimental data were then compared to theoretical data. With the 3D HR sequence, both visual and quantitative analysis were significantly better compared to the 3D booster sequence, at each phantom diameter. Quantitative analysis was significantly improved by injection of a double versus a single dose of each CA (Gd-DOTA or P760), primarily in high degree stenosis. Combined MRA spatial resolution and high CA efficiency are mandatory to correctly evaluate high degree stenosis.